
Week 1 class  
Chapter reading  
1 hour class x 
2 hour seminar (Tue 10 – 12pm, Wed 6-8, Thu 6-8) must attend 1st of may seminar 
 
Introduction to social psychology  
‘The scientific investigation of how the thoughts, feelings and behaviours of individuals are influenced by 
actual, imagined or implied presence of others’ – Allport  
 
ACTUAL presence: 
The physical presence of others  
 
IMAGINED presence: 
Imagining being in the physical presence of others  
Humans often think about/imagine people (e.g. thinking about your oral tomorrow and how the class 
will react to it) 
 
IMPLIED presence: 
Assigning social meaning to things because of our interactions with others  
e.g. we have assigned an important social meaning to recycling. 
 
 
What is social psychology? 

- Social cognition e.g. how do we think about our social world 
- Social perception e.g. how do we try to understand people and their actions? 
- The self e.g. how do we use the social world to understand ourselves? 
- Attitudes and persuasion e.g. how do we evaluate and respond to social information? 
- Stereotyping, prejudice and discrimination e.g. how do we perceive and act towards others? 
- Social influence  
- Groups e.g. how do we work in groups? How do we react in groups? 
- Aggression  
- Prosocial behaviour  
- Close relationships  

 
Research: 
A field experiment; quasi experiment (going into the real world and manipulating something e.g. staring 
at someone at the traffic lights to see how long before they look away) 
A field study; fully observational, nothing manipulated, simply observing the real world.  
 
Archival research: collection of data that’s remote in time. Not affected by demand characteristics 
however researcher has no control over the primary collection of data, which may have been biased.  
 
Case studies: used to study an event, individuals or groups. Can be done via collection of data and 
through interviews and observations and more. Can be confounded experimenter bias, also by 
evaluation apprehension by the participant who might answer a certain way if they know the purpose of 
the study.  
 
Survey research: large samples answer directly to surveys or questionnaires.  



External validity: mundane realism  
Internal validity: experimental realism  
 
 
Ethically invalid studies  
The Stanford experiment 
Little albert – child that was primed to be scared of white rats which generalised to men with white 
beards and other white haired things  
Milgram experiment  
 
 
Research ethics  
Avoid physical harm  
Privacy  
Free from collusion / deception  
Informed consent  
Debriefing  
 
Biases: 
Experimenter bias : double blinding can avoid this. 
Demand characteristics  
 


